My Way (Genesis 16:1-16)

My Way (Genesis 16:1-16)

5 Stupid Things People Do

5 Stupid Things People Do

Think God needs your __help__

Think God needs your ___________

•

God __wants_ you; _not_ your help

•

God ________ you; ________ your help

•

__Honor__ God; not plan your own _agenda__

•

__________ God; not plan your own _____________

Place _people_ before God

Place _________ before God

Pass _blame_ instead of taking personal _responsibility _

Pass __________ instead of taking personal ____________

•

•

Blame is _easy_; personal responsibility is _hard_

Blame is _________; personal responsibility is __________

Accepts _peace_ at any __price_

Accepts __________ at any ___________

•

•

When conflict arises_ deal_ with it. Don’t _excuse__ it!

When conflict arises_________ with it. Don’t _________ it!

Think what is done is _done_

Think what is done is ___________

•

•

The __pleasure __ of sin can last a day

BUT the __consequences __ can last a _lifetime_

Our way is not the best way so leave the details to Yahweh

The ___________ of sin can last a day

BUT the _____________ can last a ______________

Our way is not the best way so leave the details to Yahweh

WALKING POINTS

WALKING POINTS

•

Memorize Proverbs 21:2

•

Memorize Proverbs 21:2

•

Ask The LORD to use His Word to reveal the state of your
heart

•

Ask The LORD to use His Word to reveal the state of your
heart

Questions

Question

1. At some point in our lives, all of us have taken something
into our own hands and the consequences were more
troublesome than the turmoil of waiting on God.

1. At some point in our lives, all of us have taken something
into our own hands and the consequences were more
troublesome than the turmoil of waiting on God.

•

•

What do you need to trust God with?

What do you need to trust God with?

2. How well do we rise above situations to trust that God sees
and hears everything regardless of how the situation may appear?

2. How well do we rise above situations to trust that God sees
and hears everything regardless of how the situation may
appear?

•

•

How would that help us endure, submit, and ultimately be
successful?

How would that help us endure, submit, and ultimately be
successful?

